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Mechanism of the reaction, CH 4¿O„

1D2…\CH3¿OH, studied by ultrafast
and state-resolved photolysis Õprobe spectroscopy of the CH 4"O3
van der Waals complex

C. Cameron Miller, Roger D. van Zee, and John C. Stephensona)

National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

~Received 18 October 1999; accepted 19 October 2000!

The mechanism of the reaction CH41O(1D2)→CH31OH was investigated by ultrafast,
time-resolved and state-resolved experiments. In the ultrafast experiments, short ultraviolet pulses
photolyzed ozone in the CH4•O3 van der Waals complex to produce O(1D2). The ensuing reaction
with CH4 was monitored by measuring the appearance rate of OH(v50,1;J,V,L) by laser-induced
fluorescence, through the OHA←X transition, using short probe pulses. These spectrally broad
pulses, centered between 307 and 316 nm, probe many different OH rovibrational states
simultaneously. At each probe wavelength, both a fast and a slow rise time were evident in the
fluorescence signal, and the ratio of the fast-to-slow signal varied with probe wavelength. The
distribution of OH(v,J,V,L) states,Pobs(v,J,V,L), was determined by laser-induced fluorescence
using a high-resolution, tunable dye laser. ThePobs(v,J,V,L) data and the time-resolved data were
analyzed under the assumption that different formation times represent different reaction
mechanisms and that each mechanism produces a characteristic rovibrational distribution. The
state-resolved and the time-resolved data can be fit independently using a two-mechanism model:
Pobs(v,J,V,L) can be decomposed into two components, and the appearance of OH can be fit by
two exponential rise times. However, these independent analyses are not mutually consistent. The
time-resolved and state-resolved data can be consistently fit using a three-mechanism model. The
OH appearance signals, at all probe wavelengths, were fit with timest fast'0.2 ps,t inter'0.5 ps and
tslow'5.4 ps. The slowest of these three is the rate for dissociation of a vibrationally excited
methanol intermediate (CH3OH* ) predicted by statistical theory after complete intramolecular
energy redistribution following insertion of O(1D2) into CH4. ThePobs(v,J,V,L) was decomposed
into three components, each with a linear surprisal, under the assumption that the mechanism
producing OH at a statistical rate would be characterized by a statistical prior. Dissociation of a
CH4O* intermediate before complete energy randomization was identified as producing OH at the
intermediate rate and was associated with a population distribution with more rovibrational energy
than the slow mechanism. The third mechanism produces OH promptly with a cold rovibrational
distribution, indicative of a collinear abstraction mechanism. After these identifications were made,
it was possible to predict the fraction of signal associated with each mechanism at different probe
wavelengths in the ultrafast experiment, and the predictions proved consistent with measured
appearance signals. This model also reconciles data from a variety of previous experiments. While
this model is the simplest that is consistent with the data, it is not definitive for several reasons. First,
the appearance signals measured in these experiments probe simultaneously many OH(v,J,V,L)
states, which would tend to obfuscate differences in the appearance rate of specific rovibrational
states. Second, only about half of the OH(v,J,V,L) states populated by this reaction could be
probed by laser-induced fluorescence through the OHA←X band with our apparatus. Third, the
cluster environment might influence the dynamics compared to the free bimolecular reaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reaction between hydrocarbons and O(1D2) is cen-
tral to the chemistry of the upper atmosphere. As such,
mechanism and dynamics of the major reaction chan1

of the simplest hydrocarbon, CH4(X̃ 1A1)1O(1D2)
→CH3(X̃ 2A29)1OH(X2P), have been extensively studie
The reaction is exothermic2 (DH0 K

o 52182 kJ mol21

a!Electronic mail: john.stephenson@nist.gov
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5215 240 cm21) with a rate constant close to a gas kine
value and independent of temperature. Certain limiting,
chetypical mechanisms can be envisioned for the reactio
O atoms with CH4, including insertion/elimination, abstrac
tion, and stripping. In the insertion/elimination archetype, t
oxygen atom inserts into a C–H bond to form a vibrationa
excited methanol intermediate (CH3OH* ) that undergoes
complete intramolecular vibrational energy redistributi
~IVR! before dissociating. Both the distribution of energy
the fragments and the CH3OH* unimolecular dissociation
4
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rate would be expected to follow the predictions of statisti
theory. For the abstraction mechanism, the oxygen a
would travel towards the methane molecule along
carbon–hydrogen bond to extract a hydrogen atom and
recoil to form the hydroxyl radical. The reaction should
virtually instantaneous, and the distribution of rovibration
energy in the fragments would be colder than the statist
expectation. In the case of a stripping mechanism, the o
gen atom would fly by the methane molecule, snatchin
hydrogen atom on the way. As with abstraction, a stripp
reaction should be fast, but unlike an abstraction, should
sult in substantial rovibrational excitation in the hydrox
product.

Nature is not confined to a single limiting case and ea
work supported parallel mechanisms. Initial evidence fo
CH3OH* intermediate came from chemical quenching a
matrix experiments3–5 of the CH4 and O(1D2) reaction,
which found that as the pressure in the reaction cham
increased, the quantum yield of CH3OH increased. This ob
servation was attributed to collisional stabilization of
CH3OH* intermediate. However, even in liquid argon som
OH was formed, suggesting that at least a fraction of
product formed through an abstraction mechanism. Park
Wiesenfeld6 studied the OH rovibrational product states fro
several hydrocarbons and concluded that, in the case
methane, most of the OH was characterized by a nonsta
cal distribution. They postulated, however, that all the O
passed through a methanol intermediate, with most disso
tion occurring prior to complete IVR. This conclusion wa
consistent with Luntz’s earlier conjecture that most OH w
formed by the latter mechanism, although OH in lo
rotational levels was formed by an abstraction mechanis7

Sub-Doppler spectroscopy8–12 has shown that OH(v50)
was scattered nearly isotropically in the center-of-m
frame, but with some backward asymmetry, again sugges
both a long-lived intermediate and a reactive complex wit
lifetime less than one rotational period. By comparison
OH, little is known about the CH3 product. Absorption spec
tra recorded with an infrared diode laser13 have been used to
determine the nascent distribution of the out-of-plane b
(v2). It was found thatv50 was the most populated level o
that mode, with monotonically decreasing population up
v54. This measured distribution was significantly cold
than an unconstrained, statistical prior distribution. Mu
photon ionization spectra14,15 of the out-of-plane bend an
symmetric stretch also suggested that there was comp
tively little vibration excitation in the CH3 fragment, though
because the Franck–Condon factors and autodissocia
rates of the excited state were unknown, no quantitative c
clusions could be reached. Anab initio calculation16 of the
potential-energy surface for the CH41O reaction suggeste
that insertion-, abstraction-, and stripping-like mechanis
were possible. Recent quasiclassical trajectory calculat
found that insertion is the dominant mechanism,17,18 though
there were distinct classes of trajectories, one being di
and producing an inverted rovibrational distribution and
other being indirect and producing a noninverted distrib
tion. Although inconclusive, these investigations sugg
complicated reaction dynamics.
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Although OH and CH3 are the major products~estimates
vary from 69%–96%!, several minor products have als
been identified. Figure 1 shows a correlation diagram in
cating the energetics for various channels. Primary H at
production has been studied by laser-induced fluoresce
experiments.19–21 Whether the co-fragment was CH3O or
CH2OH was controversial until recent crossed molecu
beam experiments22,23 found CH2OH1H to be the second
most probable channel. Most of the H atom product is i
tropically scattered, though about a tenth is back scatte
This finding supports parallel mechanisms for this chan
too. The beam experiments also found that H2CO1H2 are
primary products. All the H2 was found to be isotropically
distributed, and this channel was concluded to evo
through a CH3OH* intermediate after complete IVR. Th
methoxy radical has also been reported to be a direct pro
of this reaction, although this is uncertain. Because the O
bond is not the weakest bond in the molecule, this wo
imply dissociation of an intermediate in which energy h
not fully randomized. In addition, the reaction to for
CH2(ã)1H2O as minor primary products has bee
reported.23–25 The observation of these minor products im
plies that dissociation of a methanol intermediate after
ergy randomization is an important mechanism for react
collisions between CH4 and O(1D2).

We previously reported preliminary findings from e
periments aimed at further elucidating the mechanism of
primary reaction channel. An ultrafast laser system was u
to measure OH production as a function of time followin
ultrafast photolysis at 267 nm of the CH4•O3 van der Waals
complex.26 Prompt dissociation of ozone produces O(1D2),
which then reacts with the neighboring CH4 to form OH.
This reaction was monitored by measuring OH laser-indu
fluorescence, through the OHA(2S)←X(2P) transition, as
a function of photolysis/probe delay. Initiating the reaction
a cluster provides a clear time-zero against which to mea
the appearance of the reaction products.27–29 A single expo-
nential rise with a time constant of several picoseconds
equately fit the OH(v50,J) states probed in those exper
ments. This appearance rate was consistent with the ra
dissociation of CH3OH* predicted by statistical rate theory
Given the time resolution and signal-to-noise of that expe

FIG. 1. A correlation diagram for the reaction between methane and ato
oxygen. The heats of formation and barrier heights are based on Refs. 2
92–96.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1216 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 3, 15 January 2001 Miller, van Zee, and Stephenson
ment, we concluded that any prompt OH channel produ
less than 20% of that probed. We have also previously
ported the rovibrational state distributions in the cluster
action and found them quite similar to those of the fre
bimolecular reaction,30 an observation which Wada an
Obi31 subsequently confirmed and which suggests that
cluster environment replicates the dynamics of the free
molecular reaction.

The present article expands on our prelimina
studies,26,30 and reports important new findings. Improve
time resolution, increased signal-to-noise, and the ability
probe more OH(v50) rotational states and OH(v51) made
these new time-resolved results possible. The appearan
OH was measured at six probe wavelengths spanning
OH(v50,1) manifolds. The new data clearly show, in ad
tion to the previously reported statistical channel, OH form
by much faster mechanisms. We have also measured
OH(v50,1) rotational state distribution again.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

A. Ultrafast experiments

The light source for the ultrafast photolysis/probe e
periment consisted of a passively mode-locked, titani
doped sapphire (Ti:Al2O3) laser oscillator that produce
transform-limited, 70 fs pulses centered at 800 nm. T
pulses were stretched to.200 ps, amplified to 2 mJ at
repetition rate of 20 Hz in a Ti:Al2O3 regenerative amplifier
further amplified to 20 mJ in a Ti:Al2O3 rod using a three
pass configuration, and then compressed to 100 fs. The
plifier rods were pumped by 10 ns, 532 nm pulses from
Nd31:YAG laser. The 267 nm photolysis light was generat
by first doubling this compressed 800 nm light and then su
ming the resulting 400 nm light with residual 800 nm ligh
The probe was generated by focusing part of the 800
light into a cell containing deuterated water to create a wh
light continuum, which was passed through an interfere
filter to select light near 500 nm. This seed pulse was am
fied in three, 1 cm long dye cuvettes, which were pumped
355 nm pulses from a second Nd31:YAG laser. This light
was then summed with 800 nm light in a 0.5 m
KH2PO4~KDP! crystal to give wavelengths between 307 a
316 nm (DlFWHM'1.6 nm) @full width at half maximum
~FWHM!#. The interference filter was tilted to tune the cen
frequency of the transmitted light. Typically, fluences were
mJ cm22 for the photolysis laser and 0.75 mJ cm22 for the
probe laser in these experiments. The orthogonally polar
pump and probe beams were combined on a dichroic mi
and propagated collinearly through the beam chamber.

The supersonic expansion in which the van der Wa
complexes were formed was the same as in previ
experiments.26,30 The clusters formed in a supersonic expa
sion from reactants diluted in a 9:1 mixture of Ne:He. A 6
mix of O3 in Ne:He flowed through one calibrated flow co
troller, pure CH4 through another, and additional Ne:H
through a third. The gases mixed just upstream of the pu
valve, yielding a typical mix of 81% Ne, 9% He, 8% CH4,
and 2% O3. Prior to use, gaseous O3 was purified by distil-
lation from liquid O3. The total stagnation pressure w
Downloaded 07 Nov 2002 to 129.6.169.90. Redistribution subject to AI
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'310 kPa, and the chamber pressure was'1 mPa when the
nozzle was pulsing. Under these mixture conditions, the
signal was linear in the methane and ozone mole fract
Additional evidence that the OH is formed in CH4•O3 clus-
ters rather than larger clusters has been prese
previously.26,29 No signal was observed when either th
methane or the ozone was removed from the expansion.
lasers, focused to a'1.5 mm diameter spot, intersected th
molecular beam 8 mm downstream from the throat of
expansion.

The detection system was a photomultiplier tube perp
dicular to the laser beams with two condensing doub
lenses to collect and image the fluorescence. Colored g
filters blocked stray photolysis light and wavelengths long
than '400 nm. On every laser pulse, gated boxcar integ
tors collected four channels of data: Laser-induced fluor
cence~LIF! signal, the energy of the photolysis laser, t
energy of the probe laser, and signal from the photoly
probe cross-correlation.

Under the experimental conditions described above,
LIF signal was linear in the photolysis and probe ener
which indicates that neither the ozone nor the hydroxyl ra
cal transitions were saturated. It also indicates that multip
ton processes are not a major contributor to the obser
signals. While it is conceivable that a multiphoton proce
could lead to C–H bond rupture followed by reaction wi
ozone to produce hydroxyl, at the intensities we used suc
process is insignificant compared to photolysis of ozone. I
conceivable that a multiphoton process could promote oz
to a higher electronic state, which would dissociate, presu
ably producing a different and probably very energetic ox
gen atom. However, such a process would seem unlik
because of the rapidity of ozone dissociation. Moreover,
would expect that the product-state distribution from the
alternative reactions would be quite different from that of t
CH41O(1D2) reaction. In previous experiments,26 we deter-
mined the OH(v,J,V,L) distribution following photolysis
with the ultrafast, 267 nm light and found this product-sta
distribution to be indistinguishable from that measured f
lowing photolysis by 7 ns pulses of the same fluence30

These observations suggest that the signal measured in
appearance curves reported here arises from reactio
CH41O(1D2) following single-photon dissociation of O3.
At much higher photolysis intensities than those used h
the signals become nonlinear, and multiphoton processes
cur, as evidenced by fluorescence occurring in the absenc
the probe pulse.

Proper analysis of the rise curves demands an accu
measurement of the time of photoinitiation of the reactio
This time was determined by measuring the photolysis/pr
cross-correlation by difference frequency mixing in a 0
mm KDP crystal, generating'1.9 mm light. To make this
measurement, the Fresnel reflections from the front surf
of the lithium fluoride window at the chamber entran
passed through a second lithium fluoride window identica
the chamber window. The difference frequency light w
then generated in the KDP crystal, which was located a
point conjugate to the probe region in the chamber. T
Gaussian full-width at half-maximum of the cross correlati
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1217J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 3, 15 January 2001 The reaction, CH41O(1D2)→CH31OH
was routinely'200 fs. Accounting for the dispersion of a
~1.0 fs cm21! and the dispersion of the KDP crystal~8 fs!,
time-zero could be determined to within 5 fs. To test th
clocking apparatus, two additional experiments were car
out. First, a second 0.1 mm KDP crystal was placed in
vented chamber at the region of interaction, and the
cross-correlations were compared. The cross-correlat
were aligned in time to'5 fs. Second, the LIF of OH
formed by 267 nm photodissociation of hydrogen perox
was measured. The ultraviolet photodissociation H2O2

→2OH is known to be prompt.32–35To make these measure
ments, vapor from a mixture of 70% H2O2 in water flowed
through the chamber at a pressure of'13 Pa. The rise curve
of OH(v50) LIF from this reaction was indistinguishab
from the integral of the laser cross-correlation, except fo
shift in time attributable to the separation time of the O
fragments. The observed shift in time for the data set w
probe laser centered at 308.9 nm is 25 fs615 fs. Using a
standard approach,36 we calculated a shift to be 30 fs. Ther
fore, the time-zero from the H2O2 experiments was consis
tent with the value measured using the crystal. The rise t
of OH from the prompt dissociation of H2O2 is compared to
the fastest observed formation time of OH from the C4
•O3 cluster experiment in Fig. 2. This figure illustrates th
the time resolution was sufficient to determine even the f
est OH formation rates from the cluster. To the best of
knowledge, this represents the fastest temporal resolu
with which the dissociation of H2O2 has been measured.32

B. State-resolved experiments

For the state-resolved photolysis/probe experiments,
fourth harmonic ~266 nm, '1 mJ cm22, 7 ns! of a
Nd31:YAG was used to photolyze the ozone. The seco
harmonic of another Nd31:YAG laser pumped a dye lase
The dye laser’s second harmonic~'10 mJ cm22, DvFWHM

'0.3 cm21! probed the OH fragments through the~0,0! and
~1,1! bands of theA(2S)←X(2P) system.37 The supersonic

FIG. 2. The circles are the OH LIF signal from the photolysis of H2O2. The
superimposed line is the photolysis/probe integrated cross correlation sh
by 25 fs. The squares are the OH LIF signal for the CH4•O3 cluster probed
at 316.5 nm, the probe wavelength with the fastest appearance curve
data are normalized so that the fast component in the cluster photolysis
the H2O2 signal have the same height at long time.
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expansion and LIF detection apparatus were those use
the ultrafast measurements. In the state-resolved exp
ments, it was possible to vary the photolysis/probe de
time in 10 ns steps. The signal rose sharply during the ini
20 ns after photolysis, following the integral of the tempo
cross-correlation between the photolysis and probe la
when pulse duration and timing jitter~65 ns! are accounted
for. The signal remained constant for the next 50–80 ns
then rose slowly or declined slowly, depending on the ro
brational state measured, as a result of collisional relaxa
of OH. The data reported here were measured with a 30
delay. As in the ultrafast experiments, the LIF signal w
linear in both the photolysis and probe laser energy.

The observed spectra were normalized to variations
the photolysis and probe laser fluences and to the intensit
theP11(15), line which was remeasured after scanning 2 n
The normalized spectra were simulated by Lorentzian l
shapes to determine the line intensities of overlapping lin
For hydroxyl in theA(2S) state, significant autodissociatio
occurs for rotational states,N>25 in thev50 level andN
>15 in thev51. All rotational states autodissociate forv
>2. Because the diagonal bands were probed, only OHv
50,1) could be detected. In determining populations fro
LIF line intensities, we corrected for the fluorescence qu
tum yield of the specific quantum levels,38 but do not report
populations if the correction was>50%. Division by the
Einstein B coefficients39 converts intensities to relative popu
lations. Results from independent measurements were
averaged.

III. RESULTS

A. Product-state distributions

In order to understand the OH appearance meas
ments, one must understand the form of the product-s
distribution and the extent to which the probe laser spectr
encompasses the absorption spectrum of the product. Fi
3 shows a portion of an OH spectrum following 266 n
photolysis of the CH4•O3 cluster. The population distribu
tion, Pobs(v,J,V,L), the probability of OH being formed in
a particular quantum state, was derived from the LIF spe
such as that shown in Fig. 3. Hydroxyl has two spin–or
states40,41 labeled by the quantum numberV51/2,3/2. The
lower f 1(2P3/2) and the upperf 2(2P1/2) state are separate
by 126 cm21 for the lowest rotational level. The splitting
decreases with increasing rotational excitation. Each sp
orbit state, in turn, is split intoL-doublet components, la
beled A8 and A9, which vary by'0.2% of the rotational
energy for all rotational states probed in this experiment.
N increases, the orbital of the unpaired electron in theA8
state becomes localized in the plane of the molecular r
tion, while forA9 the electron orbital becomes localized pe
pendicular to the plane.40 Because these four unique fine
structure states are not equally populated and
distributions may be related to the reaction mechanism,
population distribution for each state in bothv50 and v
51 is displayed in Fig. 4.

The populations presented in Fig. 4 agree well w
those that we reported earlier.30 A striking feature of these
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data is that thef 1 and f 2 levels of the lowest rotational level
are unequally populated, with more population in thef 1

state. One conceivable explanation is that after the reac
the OH has undergone collisions in the beam, with rotatio
relaxation causing excess population in the states of low
energy. However, a study of the LIF from these levels a
function of photolysis/probe delay time is consistent with t
distributions being unaffected by collisions. Additional tes
were performed by moving the laser crossing region from

FIG. 3. Shown here is a portion of the LIF spectrum of OH formed follo
ing photolysis of the CH4•O3 cluster. Superimposed on this LIF spectrum
the power spectrum of the probe laser at 308.8 nm. The strong, low-J, Qand
P branch lines and some higher-J levels of theR branch forv50 are probed
at 308.8 nm; theP(N) andQ(N) lines decrease in frequency asN increases.
The tallest line at 32 475 cm21 is theQ11(1); the doublet at 32 444 cm21 is
the overlap ofQ11(2) andP11(1); the doublet at 32 355 cm21 is the overlap
of Q22(1) andQ11(7).

FIG. 4. The OH(v50,1) population distributions for each lambda-doub
and spin–orbit state. Both distributions are plotted using the same sca
Downloaded 07 Nov 2002 to 129.6.169.90. Redistribution subject to AI
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to 20 mm downstream of the expansion nozzle, thereby,
ducing the number density and the collision rate by a deca
The populations determined at 20 mm showed no differe
from the populations determined at 8 mm. These obse
tions suggest that post-dissociation collisions do not aff
the reportedPobs(v,J,V,L). Figure 3 also illustrates how
the spectrum of the ultrafast probe laser encompasses m
different rovibrational transitions. Superimposed on t
state-resolved spectra is a representation of the power s
trum of the probe laser at 308.8 nm, which illustrates t
many rovibrational transitions are excited at each ultraf
probe laser wavelength. The shortest wavelengths probe
OH(v50). At 307.3 nm, the laser probes many rotation
levels, primarilyR branch bandheads, of thef 1 and f 2 states.
Strong, low-J, QandP branch lines and some higher-J levels
of the R branch are probed at 308.8 nm. When the pro
laser is tuned to 310.7 nm, theP and Q branch lines of
intermediate-J are probed forf 1 and f 2 . The other wave-
lengths probe a mixture ofv50 andv51 levels. The frac-
tion of OH(v51) states being probed increases with wav
length, and for probe wavelengths between 308.8 and 31
nm, the average internal energy of the OH probed increa
uniformly.

B. Time-resolved data

The time evolution of the OH concentration followin
267 nm photolysis of the CH4•O3 van der Waals complex by
an ultrafast laser is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The signa
plotted as a function of photolysis/probe delay time,td , at
six different probe wavelengths. Figure 6 shows the ea
time data on a higher resolution scale. The traces are
averages of eight to ten scans, each of which was acqu
during about half an hour. Consecutive scans were acqu
from long to short delay time, then from short to long del
time. The data was collected from 1 ps before reaction
tiation to 80 ps after reaction initiation. The most strikin
feature of the data is that both fast~,1 ps! and slow~'5 ps!
formation times are obvious in the rise curves. The fract

FIG. 5. The dots show the measured OH LIF data for the CH4•O3 cluster
reaction as a function of photolysis/probe delay time. The asymptotic v
was set to unity. The lines represent the optimization of Eq.~5! to the
experimental data. The wavelength probed is shown below each appea
curve.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1219J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 3, 15 January 2001 The reaction, CH41O(1D2)→CH31OH
of OH formed with the fast or slow rate depends on pro
wavelength. Different wavelengths probe different groups
OH(v,J,V,L) states; this shows that differen
OH(v,J,V,L) levels have different formation rates. The
of the time- and state-resolved data to particular model
discussed below.

One possibility for different rise times is that the sign
arises from more than one reaction product. A number
tests were undertaken to discount this possibility. First,
lifetime of the fluorescence signal was observed to decay
a factor ofe21 in '0.8 ms, which is the lifetime of the OH
A(2S) state. Furthermore, no signal was detected when
ultrafast probe laser was detuned from the OHA(2S)
←X(2P) resonance. These observations support attribu
of the observed signal to fluorescence from the OHX←A
transition. Second, the fluorescence signal disappeared
ther CH4 or O3 was withheld from the plenum. The CH4

reagent had a stated purity of 99.999%, so an impurity in
gas seems an improbable source of the observed OH. T
observations suggest that the observed OH signal arises
a reaction between CH4 and O. Third, the mole fractions o
CH4 and O3 were independently varied over an order of ma
nitude while maintaining a constant backing pressure. W
the overall LIF intensity did change linearly with mole fra
tion, the ratio of fast to slow components and the react
rate varied by less than five percent, the precision with wh
the fast-to-slow ratio can be determined from these data
another test, the mole fraction of CH4 and O3 were fixed as
the backing pressure was varied from 275 to 345 kPa. Ag
the ratio of fast-to-slow components and the reaction rate
each varied by less than five percent. Both of these obse
tions support the idea that the reaction involves the C4

•O3 complex, because the density of larger cluste
(CH4)m(O3)n , would be expected to increase rapidly wi
increasing reagent concentration or plenum pressure. Fin

FIG. 6. The dots show the measured OH LIF data for the CH4•O3 cluster
reaction as a function of photolysis/probe delay time at short time del
The asymptotic value is set to unity. The dashed lines represent the op
zation of Eq.~3!, the two-mechanism fit, and the residuals to this fit a
shown at the top of each panel. The solid lines represent the optimizatio
Eq. ~5!, the three-mechanism fit, to the experimental data, and the resid
to the three-mechanism fit are shown below the two-mechanism resid
The wavelength probed is given below each appearance curve.
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almost all of the OH probed on a picosecond-time sc
comes from cluster reactions and not subsequent reac
collisions. An upper limit on the OH formation rate,k, from
bimolecular collisions can be estimated using the formula

k5rs rv, ~1!

wherer, the number density of CH4 in the molecular expan-
sion is '1.431016molecules cm23, the reactive cross sec
tion, s r , is '0.20 nm2, and the relative velocity,v, is '6
3104 cm s21. These numbers predict a reaction time of'0.5
ms, about 105– 106 times slower than the rise times reporte
here. Together, this evidence suggests that the time-reso
data represent the formation rates of OH from the CH4•O3

complex.
Comparison of the magnitude of the fluorescence fr

the cluster photolysis to that from a known pressure of flo
ing H2O2 provides an estimate of the quantum yield of fo
mation of OH from CH4•O3. For both experiments

LIF5FOHrs~l!Pdetect, ~2!

whereFOH is the quantum yield for OH formation,r is the
density of the reactants,s~l! is the wavelength dependen
absorption cross section of the species initiating the reac
andPdetectis the probability of detecting the OH formed. Th
value of these quantities42–44 for the hydrogen peroxide re
action are FOH51.6– 2.0, r51015molecules cm23, and
s(267 nm)59310220cm22. From the known rovibrationa
distributions of OH, the relative probability of detecting th
OH from the two experiments is estimated. For H2O2 pho-
tolysis, all OH is formed in thev50, with little ~'1050
cm21! rotational excitation.45–50 In contrast, for the
CH41O(1D2) reaction only about a quarter of the OH
formed in thev50 level,6 and it is formed with about three
times more rotational energy than that from H2O2. Because
of this difference in the rovibrational distributions, when th
ultrafast laser is tuned to 310 nm, a wavelength that pro
only OH in v50 with moderateJ, it is ten times more likely
to detect an OH from H2O2 than an OH from CH4•O3. For
the CH4•O3 reaction, the OH quantum yield is the quanti
to be estimated. The absorption cross section51 for free
O3@s(267 nm)59310218cm22# should be an adequate e
timate of the absorption cross section in the cluster. T
density of clusters in the beam was assumed to be'10% of
the O3 pressure (r'431014clusters cm23). This estimate is
based on previous studies of the NO dimer in th
laboratory52 showing that a dimer concentration greater th
10% of the monomer produced higher order clusters, cau
the signal to become nonlinear~i.e., deviate from the scaling
LIF signal}~NO!3~NO! observed at lower~NO! concentra-
tion!. The O3 pressure in our expansion was just below th
for which the signal became nonlinear~i.e., deviated from
the scaling LIF}~O3!3~CH4!!, which we assume indicates
CH4•O3 cluster concentration of 10%. The measured sign
for both H2O2 and CH4•O3 photolysis were comparable an
from the quantities indicated one estimates the quan
yield for OH production from the cluster to be'0.4 follow-
ing 267 nm photolysis. This calculation suggests that
cluster geometry does not impose severe dynamical c
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i-
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straints on the reaction. Clearly, this estimate could be
error, since we did not directly measure the concentration
clusters.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

Above, we saw that the rise time data clearly contain
fast and slow components, the ratio of which depended u
the probe wavelength. The time- and state-resolved data
analyzed in this paper with the idea that more than one
action mechanism produces OH, and that each mecha
has a characteristic formation rate and population distri
tion. The objective of our analysis is to decompose the
served population distribution into a set of distributions, a
relate these populations to the measured appearance cu
The product decomposition must be able to predict the fr
tion of population from each mechanism probed at e
wavelength in the ultrafast experiments.

A. Time-resolved data

The simplest analysis assumes two unique appear
time constants. The time-resolved data is taken as the su
two exponentials, so that at each probe wavelength, the
time dependence is fit to the following function:

LIF~ td!5Xl~ td! ^ @Cl
f 3OHf~ td!1~12Cl

f !3OHs~ td!#
~3!

whereXl(td) is the measured cross-correlation at photolys
probe delay timetd and probe wavelengthl, ^ denotes con-
volution, Cl

f is the fraction of ‘‘fast’’ OH at l and (1
2Cl

f ) is the fraction of ‘‘slow’’ OH. The time evolution of
the signal also is proportional to the OH number density
time td :

OHf~ td!512Exp~2td /t f ! and ~4a!

OHs~ td!512Exp~2td /ts!, ~4b!

where t f and ts are the fast and slow appearance tim
constants, respectively, and OHf /s(td)50 for td,0. It is as-
sumed that the appearance time-constants are fixed, no
ter what rovibrational state is produced. However, it is a
assumed that both the fast and slow mechanism may con
ute to a specific product state. Because the ratio of pop
tion formed by the two mechanisms may be different
each rovibrational state, the value ofCl

f can be different at
each probe wavelength.

All six data sets were fit to Eq.~3! simultaneously by
varying the sixCl

f coefficients,t f , andts . The best-fits to
the time-resolved data and the associated residuals are
played in Fig. 6. The resultingCl

f coefficients are shown in
Fig. 7 ~circles!. The fraction of fast OH lies between 0.2
and 0.69, depending on the probe wavelength and the
the set of rovibrational states being probed. The slow ti
constant ists55.5 ps60.2 ps and the fast time constant
t f50.43 ps60.02 ps.

The two time-constant fit adequately represents the d
but the residuals in Fig. 6 show that some of the rise tim
are not exactly fit by two exponentials. To explore wheth
three exponentials characterize the data better, the app
ance curves were fit using the function
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LIF~ td!5Xl~ td! ^ @Cl
f 3OHf~ td!1Cl

i

3OHi~ td!1Cl
s3OHs~ td!#. ~5!

As before Xl(td) is the measured photolysis/probe cros
correlation, andCl

f , Cl
i , andCl

s are the fractions of the fast
intermediate, and slow channel contributing atl, which were
normalized such thatCl

f 1Cl
i 1Cl

s51. Each channel was as
sumed to have a single, exponential rise as shown in Eq.~4!.
The six data sets were fit simultaneously by varying fifte
parameters: Twelve fractional coefficients and three ti
constants. The optimized values forCl

f , Cl
i , and Cl

s are
presented in Fig. 8~open symbols!. The three time constant
determined aret fast'200 fs670 fs, t inter'500 fs650 fs, and
tslow'5.4 ps60.3 ps. Figures 5 and 6 show the fits to t
data. The residuals displayed in Fig. 6 show that the thr
channel model gives a slightly better fit than the two-st
model to the fast rise of the 307.3 and 311.9 nm data an
much better fit to the 308.8 nm data, though the fits at 31
and 316.5 nm are not significantly improved.

Fitting to four rate constants did not significantly redu
x2 and gave markedly increased uncertainties in the bes
parameters.

B. State-resolved data

The ultimate objective of this analysis is to relate t
observed appearance time-constants to the population d
bution. In this section, the decomposition of the measu
rovibrational distribution is presented. First, different a
proaches for decomposition of the observed distribution i
two distributions are discussed. Then, a three-channel
composition is presented.

FIG. 7. This figure shows theCl
f components, i.e., the fraction of ‘‘fast’’

OH determined from the two-mechanism fit@Eq. ~3!# of the time-resolved
data ~filled circles! at the six ultrafast probe wavelengths of these expe
ments. Also shown are the components derived from two-mechanism fi
the product-state data. The open and closed squares areCl

f and 12Cl
f ,

respectively, using the Boltzmann-based decomposition of the product-
distribution @Eqs.~6! and ~10!#. The open and closed diamonds areCl

f and
12Cl

f , respectively, using surprisal-based decomposition of the prod
state distribution@Eqs.~8! and~10!#. This comparison shows that neither th
approach of Eq.~6! nor Eq. ~8! gives coefficients close to those extracte
from the time-resolved data. The lines connecting the points are to guide
eye.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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A simple approach is to fit the observed population
the sum of two Boltzmann distributions,Phot(v,J,V,L) and
Pcold(v,J,V,L)

Pobs~v,J,V,L!

2J11
5ChotExpS 2

Erot

kThot
D

1~12Chot!ExpS 2
Erot

kTcold
D . ~6!

A least-squares fit of Eq.~6! to the v50 data gave,Thot

54110 K6106 K, Tcold5156 K67 K, and (12Chot)/Chot

53.5. For v51, the fit yieldedThot55980 K680 K, Tcold

5131 K66 K, and (12Chot)/Chot53.9. These fit values
represent the data well as shown in Fig. 9. The values
(12Chot)/Chot correspond to only 11% of the OH bein
formed in the cold channel, while 89% is from the hot cha
nel.

FIG. 8. This figure compares theCl
f / i /s determined from the three

mechanism fitting of time-resolved data@Eq. ~5!, open symbols# and the
Cl

f / i /s predicted using the three-mechanism decomposition of the prod
state distribution@Eqs.~9! and~10!; filled symbols# at the six ultrafast laser
probe wavelength used in these experiments. The squares are for th
time-constant (Cl

f ) and the cold distribution. The circles are the for inte
mediate time-constant (Cl

i ) and the hot distribution. The triangles are fo
slow time-constant and the statistical distribution. The lines connecting
points are to guide the eye.

FIG. 9. The symbols show the OH(v50,1) rotational population data dis
played as a Boltzmann plot. The lines give the two temperature Boltzm
fit via Eq. ~6!.
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Another way to divide the observed population distrib
tion into components is to carry out a surprisal analysis53

The rotational surprisal,I (v,J,V,L), defined as

I ~v,J,V,L!52 lnS Pobs~v,J,V,L!

Po~v,J,V,L! D , ~7!

is calculated as a function of rotational energy. The two
action mechanisms may have characteristic and distin
different linear surprisals, aiding in the deconvolution
Pobs(v,J,V,L) into Pcold(v,J,V,L) and Phot(v,J,V,L).
To complete this analysis, the rovibrational prior distrib
tion, Po(v,J,V,L), must be computed.

In our calculation of the prior, the production of a
quantum states was taken as equally probable, subject
to energy conservation. This distribution would be expec
in the absence of any dynamical constraints. The Whitte
Rabinowitz state count was used for the vibrational sta
and a classical partition function for the CH3 fragment.54,55

An exact count was used for the hydroxyl fragment. T
prior was then taken as the product of the degeneracy
internal states of both fragments and the translational s
density divided by total state density at the energy availa
to the reaction.56,57 The prior was calculated for eac
OH(v,J,V,L) level individually. The energy available in
the reaction was taken to be the sum of the enthalpy of
reaction CH41O(1D2)→CH31OH (15 240 cm21) and the
average translational energy in the center-of-mass fra
~1515 cm21!. This number is correct for a free reaction, a
using it here assumes that the O2 generated in the cluste
receives the same energy as in the photodissociation of
lated, gaseous O3. The sum over rotational state
SPo(v,J,V,L) was normalized toSPobs(v50,1;J,V,L)
for each vibrational level.

Figure 10 shows the rotational surprisal for OH(v
50,1) plotted versus the fraction of nonvibrational energy
rotation,gr5 f r /(12 f v), wheref r and f v are the fraction of
the total available energy in rotation and vibration, resp
tively. If Pobs(v,J,V,L) were statistical, the data would fa
on a line with a slope of zero. The distribution at lowgr is
much colder than the prior distribution, while the distributio
at highgr is hotter than the prior distribution. The surpris
was fit with the equation

I ~v,J,V,L!52 lnFPcold~v,J,V,L!1Phot~v,J,V,L!

Po~v,J,V,L! G
52 ln@bcoldExp~mcoldgr !

1bhotExp~mhotgr !#. ~8!

Least squares fits gavemcold52128613, mhot52.6
60.2,bcold52.5360.38, andbhot50.5660.03 forv50; for
v51, valuesmcold52138618, mhot54.060.3, bcold53.00
60.61, andbhot50.5160.03 were obtained. The data forv
50 and 1 are well fit by the sum of two linear surprisals,
shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 10. Two population dis
butions, Phot(v,J,V,L) and Pcold(v,J,V,L), then can be
deduced from the surprisal fits.

Last, the rotational surprisals were also fit to three d
tributions. One will be assumed to be the statistical pri
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which is to say the slope of its surprisal is zero. As will
discussed further below, the observation of a compon
with a slow rise time of'5 ps suggests that one of th
reactive channels produces OH through an CH3OH* inter-
mediate in which the energy is randomized. One might r
sonably expect the rovibrational energy distribution of t
products generated by this channel would be the prior dis
bution. The surprisal parameters for the other two chann
were unconstrained in the fit; one has more rotational ene
than the prior and the other less.

Given the aforementioned assumptions, the surpri
were fit using the equation

I ~v,J,V,L!52 ln@bcoldExp~mcoldgr !

1bstatExp~mstatgr !1bhotExp~mhotgr !#.

~9!

With mstat[0, a least-squares fit to thev50 data in Fig. 10
gave mcold52129613, mhot56.060.5, bcold53.1660.35,
bhot50.0760.02, andbstat50.6760.03. With these values
the population in each of the three distributions may be c
culated, giving 12% of the OH(v50) created cold, 21% hot
and 67% statistical. The data for thev51 level were fit by
assuming the statistical channel has the calculated p
value for thev51/v50 population~21%!; therefore,bstat

was set to a fixed value of 0.15. The least-squares fit to
v51 data gavemcold52131618, mhot54.760.3, bcold

53.1660.51, andbhot50.3860.02. This fit gave 11% cold
74% hot, and 15% statistical forv51. The solid lines in Fig.
10 show these fits to the surprisals. As would be expec
the surprisal data are slightly better fit by the thre
distribution model than by the two-distribution model.

The question remains as to which of the alternatives
proaches, two appearance time-constants with a t

FIG. 10. Surprisal plots for OH(v50,1) showing the surprisal as a functio
of reduced rotational energy,gr . The dashed lines are the optimization
Eq. ~8!, the two-mechanism model, to the data. The solid lines are
optimization of Eq.~9!, the three-mechanism model.
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Boltzmann decomposition of the rotational populations, t
time-constants with the two-component surprisal decomp
tion, or three time-constants with the three-component s
prisal decomposition, offers the most consistent explana
of the data.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparing alternatives

The principle criterion to be used in assessing which
the alternatives is most consistent with the data will be h
well the fractional contributions@Cl

f / i /s ; Eqs. ~3! and ~5!#
determined by fitting the appearance curves are predicte
a given population decomposition. For example, if two re
tive channels were operative, we expect theCl

f from the
appearance curves to agree with the prediction of a two c
ponent decomposition of the rovibrational distributions, a
suming as usual that different formation times represent
ferent reaction mechanisms and that each mechan
produces a characteristic rovibrational distribution. Belo
we consider the two-channel alternatives first, and then t
to the three-channel analysis.

Determining the Cl
f / i /s coefficients from the time-

resolved date is easy. They are simply the best-fit coe
cients of Eqs.~3! and~5!. Determining theCl

f / i /s coefficients
using the surprisal or Boltzmann decompositions is som
what cumbersome, because the ultrafast probe laser spec
encompasses many rovibrational transitions, as illustrate
Fig. 3. However, these coefficients can be calculated by s
ming over all transitions excited at a particular probe la
wavelength. Specifically, these coefficients can be calcula
using the equation

C l
f 5

SbPfast~v,J,V,L!3B~v8,J8;v,J!3Spec~v8,J8;v,J!c
S@Pobs~v,J,V,L!3B~v8,J8;v,J!3Spec~v8,J8;v,J!#

.

~10!

In this expression,B(v8,J8;v,J) represents the Einstei
B-coefficient for the designated transition;Pobs(v,J,V,L) is
the experimentally determined nascent population distri
tion for OH; Pfast(v,J,V,L) is the population distribution
for OH created through the fast mechanis
Spec(v8,J8;v,J) is the power spectrum of the probe pulse
the excitation frequency; and the sum is over rovibratio
states.

TheseCl
f can now be calculated for the two-Boltzman

decomposition ofPobs(v,J,V,L) using the best-fit param
eters of Eq.~6! and by associating thePhot(v,J,V,L) of Eq.
~6! with the Pfast(v,J,V,L) of Eq. ~10!. This association
seems intuitive, because for a methanol intermediate
would expect the slower evolving product to be rotationa
cooler when compared to the faster evolving product. As F
7 illustrates, the agreement between the time-resolvedCl

f

and the calculatedCl
f is poor for this product-state decom

position. It is possible, of course, that the association of
Phot(v,J,V,L) with Pfast(v,J,V,L) is incorrect. If an ab-
straction reaction were operative, for example, one mi
expect the fastest mechanism to produce the rotation
coldest product. In this case, the time-resolvedCl

f would
correspond to (12Cl

f ), where the latterCl
f is the product-

e
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1223J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 3, 15 January 2001 The reaction, CH41O(1D2)→CH31OH
state prediction. This quantity is also shown in Fig. 7 a
also agrees poorly with the time-resolvedCl

f . This observa-
tion is perhaps not surprising, inasmuch as there is no g
eral justification for products having thermal distributions58

because the available energy is limited by the sum of
enthalpy for the reaction CH41O3→CH31OH1O2 and the
energy of the photolysis photon.

The comparison can be repeated using the surpr
based decomposition ofPobs(v,J,V,L). Using the best-fit
parameters to Eq.~8!, the Cl

f were again calculated. Again
for a two-mechanism model to be valid, either the calcula
Cl

f or (12Cl
f ) must agree with the best-fit values of th

two-exponential appearance model. Again, Fig. 7 shows
agreement is poor.

It appears that the time-resolved and state-resolved
cannot be simultaneously fit with a two-mechanism mod
The Pobs(v,J,V,L) data can be decomposed into tw
unique components. The time-resolved data are adequ
fit by the sum of two exponential OH rise times. Howev
the amplitudes of fast and slow components do not match
amplitudes of the hot and cold distributions for the deco
positions considered here. This leaves the three-cha
model to be considered.

With the aid of formulas analogous to Eq.~10!, coeffi-
cientsCl

f / i /s for the six probe wavelengths may be calculat
from the surprisal analysis and the decomposition of Eq.~9!.
Figure 8 compares theCl

f / i /s for the three mechanisms that fi
the time-resolved data~open symbols! to theCl

f / i /s calculated
from the state-resolved data~filled symbols!. For all wave-
lengths, there is close agreement, if the following identifi
tion is made: Associate the OH formed fastest with O
formed in the lowest N levels @t fast'0.2 ps and
Pcold(v,J,V,L)#, the OH formed at the intermediate ra
with the hot distribution@t inter'0.5 ps andPhot(v,J,V,L)#,
and the OH formed slowest with the statistical chan
@tslow'5.4 ps andPstat(v,J,V,L)#. This three-mechanism
model is internally consistent. It must be noted that the th
rovibrational distributions are not unique, because there
other distributions with nonlinear surprisals which also fit t
data. Improved agreement between the coefficients ca
lated from time- and state-resolved data can be achieve
varying the fitting parameters slightly from their best fit va
ues. We reiterate that the analysis in terms of three me
nisms arises from our conceptual requirement that each c
ponent ofPobs(v,J,V,L) characterized by a linear surpris
must have a unique appearance time-constant and that o
the components of the product-state distribution has a
prisal of zero-slope. The curves in Fig. 11 show the fract
of cold, statistical, and hot product as a function of inter
energy calculated from the three-distribution fit paramete
One sees that the cold distribution only contributes sign
cantly to the four, lowest rotational levels. The statistic
distribution contributes to the majority of the probed leve
at least forv50, while the hot distribution contributes pr
marily to OH with an internal energy>4000 cm21. Though
we have data only forv50 andv51, this model predicts
that the statistical mechanism makes a negligible contr
tion to vibrational levels>2. If one desires analytic expres
sions for the three P(v,J,V,L), one may use the
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fitting parameters of Eq. ~9!, e.g., Phot(v,J,V,L)
5 bhotExp(mhotgR) / (bhotExp(mhotgR) 1 bcoldExp(mcoldgR)
1bstat) Pobs(v,J,V,L) while using Eq.~6! to represent the
values ofPobs(v,J,V,L).

B. Mechanism assignments

The long time constant is almost surely the dissociat
of a methanol intermediate after essentially complete I
according to a statistical theory, such as the Ric
Ramsburger–Kassel–Marcus~RRKM! theory.59 RRKM rate
calculations,60 consistent with thermal rate coefficients an
assuming reasonable values for the CH3OH* transition
state,61 fit both the time scale~'10 ns! for dissociation in
infrared multiphoton dissociation experiments62 of the disso-
ciation of CH3OH and the time scale~'5 ps! for dissociation
at the 16 700 cm21 energy in the cluster photolysis exper
ments. This supports the statistical assignment, because
expects the RRKM rate to scale correctly with internal e
ergy, even though exact agreement is usually achieved
if the transition state is selected to fit a particular microc
nonical rate. Statistical adiabatic channel mod
calculations63 predict lifetimes of 10 ps for the reaction o
thermal CH41O(1D2)→CH3OH* at an energy 1300 cm21

less than our hot O(1D2) experiments, and 1.6 ps for O(1D2)
atoms from N2O photodissociation at 193 nm, providin
7700 cm21 more available energy than in our experimen
These estimates of the lifetime of CH3OH* are also in agree-
ment with the value of 5.4 ps observed for the slow comp
nent, which is also the slowest rise time measured. No in
mediate should dissociate more slowly than that followi
complete IVR. If IVR is complete within picoseconds—an
the contrary would be unexpected at this energy64—the long-
est formation time is, by default, the statistical lifetim
These observations argue for identifying the slow chan
with the statistical dissociation of a CH3OH* intermediate.

The intermediate formation time of 0.5 ps is ascribed
dissociation of a CH4O* intermediate before complete IVR
and associated with the high-J fraction of OH arising from

FIG. 11. The fraction of the OH(v50,1) rotational state populations popu
lated through the three mechanisms: Fast mechanism~squares!, dissociation
of @CH4O#* before complete IVR~circles!, and dissociation of a methano
intermediate after IVR~triangles!. The fractions were calculated using th
best-fit parameters given in the text.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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this reaction. According to our three-state decomposition
Pobs(v,J,V,L), this component accounts for about 21%
the population inv50, 74% forv51, and presumably mos
of the population inv52 to v54. At least three observa
tions bolster this assignment. First, evidence overwhelmin
suggests that O(1D2) insertion is the predominant reactio
mechanism,3–7,17,18,24,65,66pointing to nonstatistical dissocia
tion of CH4O* . Second, and related, a 0.5 ps rise time see
too long to be a stripping of a H atom by fast O~forward
scattering limit! or a collinear abstraction by fast O~back-
ward scattering limit!. The attacking oxygen atom initially
moves with an average speed67 of '2.1 nm ps21 and hence
would travel the 0.3–0.4 nm necessary for a simple stripp
reaction in much less than 0.5 ps. The product OH wo
presumably gain additional translational energy from the
action exothermicity, which, in the absence of complex f
mation, would further decrease the estimated time for a st
ping reaction. Last, the OH product is too hot to be t
statistical channel. Together, these observations sugges
sociation through a CH4O* intermediate before IVR.

The most tenuous part of the present data analysis is
very fast time~0.2 ps! associated with OH in low-J state
This OH accounts for about 11% of the population in bo
v50 andv51 levels. Fast OH could be formed by O mo
ing perpendicular to a C–H bond and stripping off a H atom
at impact parameters sufficiently large to avoid being trap
in the CH3OH well. Such trajectories presumably would giv
rise to forward-scattered OH in high, rather than low, ro
tional states. Collinear attack followed by prompt bac
scattered OH could give rise to OH in the low-J levels that
seem to be correlated with the shortest time constant.
saddle point on the O(1D2) potential surface16 shows such a
collinear C–H–O reaction. Some abstraction compone
seems consistent with the Doppler spectroscopy results8–12

which show a slight preference for backward scattering
the OH(v50,N55 and 8). Our decomposition shows th
the prompt component contributes mostly to the four low
f 1 rotational states and predicts that these states would s
pronounced backward scattering.

A conceivable explanation for the fast OH in low-J, f 1

levels is reaction of O(3Pj ) formed in about 10% yield in O3
photolysis with 266 nm light. A large percentage of the
atoms have enough energy to surmount the barrier
reaction.67 Additional O(3Pj ) might also evolve through
O(1D2)/O(3Pj ) curve crossing in the entrance channel. B
cause reactions of O(3Pj ) are typically abstractions, the ro
tationally cold and fast appearing OH may indeed be fr
reaction with O(3Pj ). On the other hand, low-J, f 1 OH was
also preferentially populated in the photolysis of the C4
•N2O cluster,31 and no O(3Pj ) atoms are formed directly in
N2O photolysis. Also, the low-J population is observed fo
both the v50 and v51 product, which is different than
what has been observed for the reaction between CH4 and
O(3Pj ) where nov51 has been observed. Moreover,ab
initio calculations of the singlet surfaces do not preclu
abstraction trajectories, which would produce rotationa
cold products quickly.16–18 Together, we feel these facts a
gue against attributing this channel to reaction with O(3Pj ),
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though clearly this is not definitive. This alternative is di
cussed in more detail in the Appendix.

Although our three-mechanism model fits our pres
data, a crucial question is: Does this model also fit the v
amount of data already available on the CH41O(1D2)
→CH31OH reaction? If the answer is clearly ‘‘No,’’ then i
is possible that our data or its interpretation is wrong, or o
premise that the cluster reaction is similar to the bimolecu
reaction is wrong. This question is systematically addres
in the Appendix, where we compare our data and its int
pretation to other experimental and theoretical research
O1CH4. Specifically, we show that our present work is co
sistent with time scales deduced from chemical quench
experiments, from Doppler spectroscopy, and from angu
distributions measured in molecular beam experiments.
state-resolved measurements are in reasonable agree
with most, but not all, previous gas phase results using s
eral sources of O atoms and different experimental con
tions. We show that thePobs(v,J,V,L) plots of others could
be well fit by our three mechanism model, although ear
authors did not do this. The possibility that O(3P) atoms are
significantly influencing the low-N OH in our experiments is
examined in detail by reference to theoretical and experim
tal studies of this specific channel~we argue against it!. The
influence of the minor channels~e.g., H21H2CO! on our
time-dependent results is discussed. The overall conclu
of the Appendix is that our experimental results and
model we use to interpret them are consistent with a g
body of data, and that the present approach provides a
fying framework for its understanding. We have put t
comparison to previous work, which is extremely importa
into an Appendix in order to focus the main part of the pap
on our new data and its analysis.

VI. STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE
PRESENT EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Several elements of this experiment and its analy
complicate the interpretation of our results. This section d
cusses these factors and outlines experimental strategie
circumventing these difficulties.

In these experiments, the appearance rate for most o
product states has not been measured. The free reaction6 and
the cluster reaction30 between CH4 and O(1D2) produces
about half of the OH in vibrational levelsv>1, with v52
the most probable and levels up tov54 populated.6 The
experiment reported here investigated no levels abovv
51. Moreover, the highest rotational states even for th
two vibrational states were not monitored, because of
autodissociation of OH(A). Therefore, the conclusion
drawn here are based on probing somewhat less than ha
OH product from the reaction. In our preliminar
experiments26 only OH(v50,J), formed predominantly
through the statistical channel, was probed. As a result,
failed to discover the fast components discussed here.
earlier failure highlights the desirability of obtaining mo
comprehensive data.

Another limitation of the data presented here is that e
appearance curve represents a complicated superpositio
many rovibrational states, because of the inherently br
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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spectrum of short pulses compared to the spacing of i
vidual OH transitions. This averaging process will tend
obfuscate different appearance rates of specific prod
states. Although three rise times adequately represented
LIF data within the present signal-to-noise, the idea t
there are three distinct OH formation mechanisms, e
characterized by a distinct distribution, is presumably ove
simple. An absorption experiment could allow measurem
of the appearance of individual OH(v,J,V,L) states. Fol-
lowing photolysis, spectrally broad ultrafast pulses co
probe the OH, and a spectrometer could disperse the tr
mitted light onto a multichannel detector. With this a
proach, the experimental time resolution is limited by t
laser pulse duration, the experimental spectral resolution
the spectrometer, and the observed linewidths by the sam
dephasing time.68 This approach might also permit probin
the OH close to the transition state,69,70 where the OH(X)
and OH(A) potentials are perturbed by the CH3 or O2 frag-
ments. Such information, combined with sub-Doppler sp
tra of individual rovibrational states, would yield a mo
complete picture of the dynamics of this reaction. In t
absorption experiment considered above, one would mea
the absorption spectrum as a function of time for ea
OH(v,J,V,L) state, each of which might have a differe
and complex time dependence. This approach has previo
been used to study photodissociation reactions.68 Also, an
absorption experiment could probe OH(v.1) using strong
A(2S)←X(2P) absorptions that could not be used in flu
rescence due to autodissociation that competes with the
ms fluorescence lifetime.

The product state distributions were decomposed sub
to the condition that one of the three distributions was
unconstrained prior. This restriction was imposed, in p
because infrared multiphoton dissociation studies62 of
CH3OH showed good agreement between an unconstra
prior and the product state distribution measured in th
experiments and between the dissociation rate and RR
predictions. It should be noted, however, that those exp
ments were only 2000–3000 cm21 above threshold, while
the experiments reported here are.16 000 cm21 above
threshold. For reactions without a large barrier, there is e
dence that as energy increases, the product-state distribu
may become nonstatistical.71,72 Clearly, if this were true for
the CH3OH* dissociation, our decomposition of the produc
state distribution could be incorrect.

Throughout this paper we compared free and cluster
action results with the unstated assumption that the reac
mechanisms are similar. However it is important to quest
whether the trajectories of O(1D2) attacking CH4 in the clus-
ter resemble the trajectories in the free, gas phase reac
We observed that the OHv51/v50 ratio for the cluster was
the same as for the free reaction and that the rotational s
distributions were generally similar@e.g., excluding the low-
estN, Trot(v50,1)'7000 K for the bulb reaction and'5000
K for the cluster reaction#30 As we have discussed befor
these observations suggest, but do not prove, that rea
mechanisms in the cluster are similar to those for the f
reaction. The CH4•O3 cluster environment73 could have a
significant impact on the observed dynamics, and a poten
Downloaded 07 Nov 2002 to 129.6.169.90. Redistribution subject to AI
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energy surface for this van der Waals complex would
helpful. The dissociation of gaseous O3 has been studied an
the dynamics of forming O(1D2) and O2 are fairly well un-
derstood. Presumably, complexation does not significa
alter this dissociation process. There is almost complete
sociation within 70 fs.74–76 While this dissociation is very
fast, it is not a negligible fraction of the fastest time-consta
measured in these experiments and may limit the tim
resolution in these experiments. The average asympt
velocity67 of the O(1D2) is '2.1 nm ps21, directed along the
initial O2– O bond,77 and the O2 travels'1.1 nm ps21. The
O2 molecule should not alter the long-lived CH3OH* disso-
ciation, because the diatom would be on average'6 nm
away from the dissociating methanol. Our RRKM calcu
tions and calculations of the statistical prior energy distrib
tions for the OH and CH3 products assumed the energetics
the free reaction, i.e., the energy carried by the O2 molecule
was assumed to be unaffected by the complex, an idea w
is supported by the similarity between the OH energy dis
butions for free and cluster reactions.

Since submission of this manuscript, the geometry o
CH4•O3 cluster has been determined by another group
NIST,73 using microwave spectroscopy. This study found t
methane moiety to be freely rotating and located atop
ozone molecule. The angle between the line formed by
center-of-mass of the two molecular components and
plane of the ozone molecule was 118.2° and the closest o
gen to carbon internuclear distance was 0.36 nm for the e
librium structure. If the O(1D2) recoils along the O–O
bond,77 it would seem unlikely to react, since the dissocia
ing O is not initially pointed at a H atom; hence this structur
seems hard to reconcile with our estimate of a large~'40%!
quantum yield for OH formation. However, as noted abo
the OH LIF signal scaled with the pressure of the reacta
and carrier gases as expected for the CH4•O3 complex. Also,
the OH rovibrational distributions are similar to the fre
reaction.30 These observations strongly suggest that the re
tion is taking place in a CH4•O3 cluster, rather than som
larger (CH4)m•(O3)n cluster. It is possible that the CH4•O3

producing OH in our dynamics experiments has a differ
geometry from that identified by microwave spectrosco
Different expansion conditions and apparatus could prod
clusters in different geometries. It is also quite possible,
discussed above, that our estimate of a 40% quantum yie
significantly in error due to one assumption we had to ma
in its derivation. A deep methanol minimum dominates t
CH4– O potential16–18 and could alter the O(1D2) recoil di-
rection, so that reaction occurs despite an unfavorable in
geometry.

In this paper we used complimentary data, produ
appearance curves and product-state distributions, to l
about the mechanisms of the elementary react
CH41O(1D2)→CH31OH, which has rich and interestin
dynamics. The data were analyzed under the assumption
each mechanism was characterized by a unique appear
time-constant and that each mechanism produced a un
OH(v,J,V,L) energy distribution. For the data reported
this manuscript, it was found that a three-channel model~for-
mation times of 0.2, 0.5, and 5.4 ps! best described the data
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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An improved experimental approach@e.g., ultrafast ultravio-
let absorption rather than LIF# and more comprehensive da
would be likely to uncover even more complex reaction d
namics. We hope these studies will motivate a rigorous t
oretical investigation of the dynamics of this reaction.
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APPENDIX: COMPARISON OF THE CH 4"O3 RESULTS
TO PREVIOUS STUDIES OF REACTIVE
COLLISIONS BETWEEN CH 4 AND O

As highlighted in the introduction, the literature contai
a wealth of information concerning the thermodynami
chemical kinetics, and molecular dynamics of the react
between CH41O(1D2). In this Appendix, we critically com-
pare this literature to our results. The objective of this co
parison is to look for evidence in the literature that will te
the mechanistic assignment of this paper and to help u
this sizable literature into a comprehensive understandin
the dynamics of the title reaction.

A. Matrix and chemical timing experiments

Much of our intuition about the reactions betwe
atomic oxygen and hydrocarbons is derived from the ea
work of Cvetanovic and co-workers66 and DeMore and
co-workers.3–5 Cvetanovic and co-workers66 proposed three
distinct mechanisms: Insertion and fragmentation to fo
OH, abstraction to form OH, and elimination of molecul
hydrogen. In experiments carried out in liquid argon aim
at further elucidating the role of the these proposed mec
nisms, DeMore and Raper4 identified three products for th
reaction with methane,

CH41O~1D2!→CH3OH 53%,

→H2CO1H2 7%,

→CH31OH 40%.

From this work, DeMore5 speculated that CH3OH* might be
common to all these reaction paths. However, subseq
studies of the free, gas-phase reaction at room tempera
lead Lin and DeMore3 to conclude that about half of the tota
CH3 and OH produced passed through a CH3OH* interme-
diate, which they estimated to have a lifetime of about
ps. Production of the other half was attributed to a differ
prompt mechanism. The production of methyl and hydro
radicals at high pressures and even in liquid argon is
quently cited as evidence for an abstraction mechanism
does not involve a methanol-like intermediate. The results
DeMore and co-workers pose two questions. First, is the
ps consistent with the lifetimes measured in our exp
ments? Second, does production of methyl and hydro
radicals even in liquid argon demand an abstraction chan

To answer the first question, it is important to understa
how the 0.8 ps lifetime was determined. The O(1D2) was
generated by 184.9 nm photolysis of nitrous oxide, and
translational energy was neither nascent nor fully therm
Downloaded 07 Nov 2002 to 129.6.169.90. Redistribution subject to AI
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zed. This generation process gave'20% uncertainty in the
total available energy. The value of 0.8 ps was calcula
from the slope-to-intercept ratio~the intercept value being a
extrapolation from finite to zero pressures! of a plot of the
ratio of the concentration of methanol to the pressure of
cooling gas as a function of methane concentration. Wh
our experiments probe a limited subset of the total prod
states, the 0.8 ps value is nevertheless similar to
population-weighted average of the rise times that we m
sured directly. Olzmann63 has also noted that Lin and De
More used a strong-collision model in analyzing the chem
cal timing data, and if one assumes that the collisio
cooling rate is different than gas kinetic, a somewhat diff
ent lifetime can be extracted from these experiments. Gi
the experimental uncertainties and differences between
experiments of DeMore and co-workers and the data p
sented here, we believe that the two lifetime measurem
are in remarkable agreement.

To answer whether formation of CH3 and OH from
CH41O(1D2) in liquid argon requires an abstraction cha
nel, one may compare the vibrational relaxation time
CH3OH* in liquid argon to the dissociation time o
CH3OH* . The collisional stabilization time,tvr , can be es-
timated as

tvr
215kvrrg~r !. ~A1!

In this expression,kvr represents the vibrational relaxatio
rate constant of CH3OH* in liquid argon at a temperature o
87 K, r is the density of the liquid argon, andg(r ) is the
radial distribution function evaluated at the Lennard-Jon
diameter.78 The exact value forkvr is not known, but it is
likely to be slightly less than the gas kinetic rate, and
assume it to be'10210cm3 s21. The argon density is
'2.331022cm23. The value of the radial distribution is als
unknown, though in general it lies between 1 and 3, and
will take a value of 2. Using these numbers in the Eq.~A1!
gives atvr'0.2 ps. If we take the dissociation time,t, to be
0.5 ps~the dissociation time we have assigned to the inco
plete IVR mechanism!, then the probability of the interme
diate dissociating prior to vibrational relaxation is
2exp(2tvr /t)'0.33. That is, one-third of the CH3OH*
would have dissociated into CH3 and OH prior to stabiliza-
tion of CH3OH* . This number lies very close to 40% re
ported for the reaction in liquid Ar. This estimate sugge
that the collision stabilization of CH3OH* , even in liquid
argon, is unlikely to be much faster than the rate of O
formation. Therefore, observation of OH does not neces
ily suggest an abstraction mechanism against an inser
elimination mechanism. It should be noted that photolysis
O3–CH4 mixtures in solid argon at 20 K reportedly give
only CH3OH.79 This may be because IVR is faster in sol
than liquid argon, or more likely, that the fragments a
trapped so that geminate recombination occurs.

B. State-resolved measurements

In his pioneering studies of this reaction, Luntz7 photo-
lyzed ozone at 266 nm in a dilute gaseous Ar–O3–CH4 mix-
ture and probed OH(v50,1). The experiments were carrie
out at a density of 631016cm23 and a photolysis/probe time
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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delay of 0.5ms, presumably ensuring that the hot oxyg
atoms formed in the photolysis were thermalized prior
reaction. As a result of this thermalization, the O(1D2) car-
ried '1200 cm21 less energy; moreover, the O(3Pj ) atoms
lacked sufficient translational energy to surmount the bar
for reaction. However, the long photolysis/probe delay a
the relatively high pressures opened the possibility of co
sional relaxation of OH(v,J,V,L) that would alter the na-
scent distribution, though Luntz maintained that the distrib
tions were close to nascent. Luntz reported thatv50 andv
51 were comparably populated and had similar rotatio
state distributions. Thef 1 and f 2 spin–orbit states were
equally populated, and theL-doublet ratio increased from
unity at low-N to '1.7 atN519. A surprisal analysis wa
done for the rotational distribution. Luntz decomposed t
surprisal into two regions. Levels forN.6 were well fit by a
line of slope '6.5, whereas states forN,6 were much
colder, and deviated greatly from a linear surprisal. From
data in Luntz’s Fig. 2, the cold component can be estima
to be '7% of the total population. ThePobs(v,J,V,L)
peaks atgr'0.3. Luntz attributed the population characte
ized by the linear surprisal as product from a CH3OH* in-
termediate before complete IVR. The minor, cold OH w
from an in-line collision at low impact parameter giving r
tationally unexcited product. Our analysis of the data fro
these experiments is consonant with his interpretation of
distribution for high-N. However, we believe there is a sig
nificant contribution from a statistical channel that contr
utes to OH at both intermediate- and low-N, which would be
identified if our three-mechanism model were used to a
lyze Luntz’s data.

In a similar set of experiments, Park and Wiesenfe6

~PW! probed OH(v50,1,2,3,4) following 248 nm photolysi
of ozone in a Ne–CH4–O3 mixture. A density of 5
31015cm23 and a delay time of 0.2ms were used, which
should make thePobs(v,J,V,L) close to nascent, though th
cooling of the hot O(3Pj ) before a reactive collision would
be incomplete. The fractional population in vibrational leve
v50 – 4 was reported to be 0.25, 0.25, 0.33, 0.12, and 0
respectively. These vibrational populations are in fair agr
ment with those from an infrared chemiluminescence stud80

~which could not probev50! and a LIF study that probed
rotationally relaxed OH(v50,1,2).81 PW found that a rota-
tional temperature of '7000 K characterizesPobs(v
50,J,V,L) well within the range 1000–10 000 cm21. At
lower-N, a second, almost thermal component was obser
though PW did not give a characteristic temperature. T
reported near-equal population of the two spin–orbit sta
and an averageA8/A9 ratio of '1.6, which increased withN.
Both thev50 andv51 surprisals were linear betweengr of
0.17 and 0.7, with a slope of'5.5. The surprisal of thev
50 data, shown in Fig. 12 of their paper, is linear with
slope near zero for rotational levelsgr,0.17. PW interpret
the high-N population producing the linear surprisal as ar
ing from insertion and elimination before energy randomi
tion. The colder OH was ascribed to dissociation of CH3OH*
after energy randomization. PW reported that fraction of
rotational population arising from this second channel to
18% and 6% forv50 andv51, respectively. It appears th
Downloaded 07 Nov 2002 to 129.6.169.90. Redistribution subject to AI
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PW v50 data for states with internal energies,3000 cm21

lie very close to a linear surprisal with zero-slope. It is like
that if the PW data were analyzed by the three state mo
above~one channel to be characterized by an unconstrai
prior!, a statistical channel greater than 18% would be
duced.

Wada and Obi ~WO! have reported Pobs(v
50,1;J,V,L) of OH from CH41O(1D2) both for the free
reaction and for the CH4•N2O cluster.31 Photolysis of N2O at
193 nm produced O(1D2) with an average total energy fo
the reaction of about 18 400 cm21. For the free reaction, a
v51/v50 ratio of 1.1 was measured. For bothv50 andv
51 the high-N levels are characterized by a temperature
'13 000 K and for the low-N states a temperature of'1000
K. WO found the averagef 1 / f 2 ratio to be 1.1 forv50 and
v51. The average value ofA8/A9 was 1.9 forv50 and 1.3
for v51. For the cluster reaction, they found the samev
51/v50 ratio and comparable rotational distributions a
A8/A9 ratios. Notably, thef 1 / f 2 ratio at lowN was larger for
the cluster than for the free reaction and resembles
CH4•O3 cluster data in Fig. 4. The high-N cluster data gave a
linear surprisal, with a slope of 6.9 for bothv50 and v
51. They deduce the cold, low-N population to be 24% of
the total forv50 and 7% forv51 for the cluster, and 16%
and 5% for the free reaction. They assigned the colder OH
the dissociation of CH3OH* after complete energy redistri
bution and the hotter, high-N to insertion of O(1D2), fol-
lowed by dissociation prior to complete IVR. Gonza´lez
et al.18 have also measured the rovibrational distribution
the OH fragment using 193 nm photolysis of N2O, and re-
port very similar distributions for the free reaction.

The WO fits to theirPobs(v,J,V,L) results are quanti-
tatively different from our results, although we believe th
different approaches to data analysis account for some o
apparent discrepancy. WO give much hotter values for
rotational temperature at high-N ~13 000 K compared to ou
result of 4100 K forv50 and 6000 K forv51!. The differ-
ences seem greater than can be accounted for by the
higher available energy in the CH4•N2O photolysis. How-
ever, while the WO data for thev51 level has a great dea
of scatter, it does appears to overlap ourv51
Pobs(v,J,V,L) plots almost exactly. Perhaps some diffe
ence in the temperature determinations accounts for th
apparent differences, or perhaps the derived values ove
within the associated uncertainties. The value of the surpr
slope of 6.9 may be compared to our value of 5.5 in o
three-state fit. It appears from WO’s Fig. 6 that much of t
data forgr,0.2 could be fit by a linear surprisal of slop
zero. It is likely that if the WO data were analyzed using
three state model, a statistical channel greater than 24%
v50 and 5% forv51 would be deduced, bringing the
conclusions closer to ours.

Naaman and co-workers82,83 measuredPobs(v,J,V,L)
after initiating the reaction by 266 nm photolysis of O3 in a
crossed beam experiment. The rotational distribution fov
50 andv51 were reported forN,14. Forv50, these dis-
tributions are hotter than our cluster results and cooler t
those of PW. Anf 1 / f 2 ratio of '2.4 and'1.3 was reported
for the low-N levels of v50 andv51, respectively; other
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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rotational levels appear to have ratios near unity. The auth
stated that there is a slight preference for thef 1 spin–orbit
state after correcting for the 2J115N/N11 statistical
weight. Naaman and co-workers report that theA8/A9 ratio
for OH(v51) increases from'2 to '10 betweenN
51 – 13. This unusually large propensity of theA8 state was
attributed to the cold temperatures of the beam. A sim
propensity has not been observed in reactions initiated in
der Waals clusters, where one might reasonably presume
rotational temperature of reactants to be comparable to th
in a crossed beam experiment. The OH velocity distribut
was also measured in the crossed-beam experiments an
ported to have an average value of'63105 cm s21. Be-
cause this value would correspond to a total translatio
energy release to both fragments of about 60 000 cm21, as
compared to'22 100 cm21 available, we presume it to b
incorrect. In any event, the rotational distribution at low-N,
spin–orbit ratio,L-doublet ratio, and velocity distribution
reported for these crossed beam experiments are quite d
ent from the results reported by Luntz,7 Park and
Wiesenfeld,6 Wada and Obi,31 and our laboratory.30 Indeed,
there is a strong congruence in this latter group of exp
ments. The surprising uniqueness in the data reported
Naaman and co-workers perhaps suggests that there are
yet-understood differences between the data from the
lecular beam environment and the clusterand gas cell envi-
ronments.

C. Doppler spectroscopy

Simons and colleagues have studied the free reac
between CH41O(1D2) using Doppler spectroscopy.8–12

These investigations probed OH(v50,N55,8,19) and the
very minor product OH~4, 8!. The O(1D2) in the Doppler
experiments was from photolysis of N2O at 193 nm and, as
noted above, the reaction had substantially more translati
energy than experiments using ozone photolysis. Never
less, this is still small compared to the reaction enthalpy
probably changes the lifetime of the statistical channel o
slightly, though it is difficult to assess how the changed c
lision energy might alter the lifetime of the nonstatistic
channels.

Two conclusions from these Doppler profiles perta
to our experiments. First, for OH~0,5,f 1 ,A8 and A9! and
OH~0,8,f 1 ,A8) Doppler profiles showed the average trans
tional energy was about a quarter of the available energy@cf.
Figs. 1~d!, 2~d!, and 3~d! of Ref. 8#. The observed fraction o
energy in translations compares well to 20% predicted by
prior calculations described above. Second, the differen
scattering cross sections deduced from the detailed shap
the Doppler profiles OH~0,19! showed backwards
scattering,10 with the most probable center-of-mass scatt
ing angle of 115 ° with a FWHM of 70 °. Similarly, fo
OH(v50,N55,8) about a quarter to one-third of the produ
was scattered backward in a 40 ° cone about the line
impact~cf. Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 8!. Neither of these scatter
ing patterns is what would be expected for a long-lived co
plex.

In the Doppler experiments ‘‘long-lived’’ means wit
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respect to the rotational time of the complex forming the O
state probed. To reconcile the asymmetry in the differen
scattering cross sections to our earlier report of only lo
lived statistical formation of OH(v50), Simons and co-
workers postulated a correlation between the impact par
eter ~the rotational period of the CH3OH* intermediate is
inversely proportional to the impact parameter! and scatter-
ing angle. Indeed, such a correlation may be associated
distinct mechanisms we have identified. In light of o
present findings, however, it is likely that at least two rea
tion mechanisms contribute to each of the OH(v50,N), so
the observed distribution would be a superposition of
asymmetrical scattering distribution from a short-lived co
ponent and a symmetric distribution from the statistic
channel. Our deconvolution of the population distributi
into three components allows us to estimate that for
OH(v50,N55,8) levels about 80% of the population wa
from the statistical channel, and about 20% from the int
mediate channel~cf. Fig. 11!, which is comparable to the
fraction back-scattering products deduced from Doppler p
files.

D. Theory

Arai, Kato, and Koda have calculated potential-ener
surfaces for CH4–O(1D), subject to some geometrica
restrictions.16 The minimum energy path for the reactio
travels along a narrow valley, with the O atom collinear
approaching the C–H bond, to a saddle-point with a collin
C–H–Ostructure. At this saddle-point the C–H bond leng
~110 pm! is close to the CH4 equilibrium value, and the OH
bond length is 166 pm, as compared to 97 pm for OH(X).
The electronic energy of the saddle-point is only sligh
higher than the separated reactants. From this transition s
the minimum energy path leads directly to CH3OH in its
equilibrium geometry. The exit channel leading to CH31OH
is broad and extends nearly up to the saddle point. This
servation lead Araiet al.16 to suggest that the reaction migh
proceed through abstraction-like trajectories directly fro
the saddle-point without ever passing through a metha
like geometry.

González et al.18 have recently calculated anotherab ini-
tio potential. They fit this potential, treating the methyl mo
ety as a pseudoatom. This parameterized potential was
used to run quasiclassical trajectory calculations for sev
collision energies.17,18 The calculated OH rovibrational dis
tribution was found to be in good agreement with the m
sured distributions.6,18,31At a collision energy of 1710 cm21

~0.212 eV, corresponding to O(1D2) from photolysis of
ozone!, all reactive trajectories involved insertion into a C–
bond. There were, however, two classes of these trajecto
One of these was a direct mechanism. The CH3OH* inter-
mediate had a negligible lifetime. The OH rovibrational d
tribution for these trajectories was inverted, withv52 being
the most probable state. The other class involved a CH3OH*
intermediate that existed for several vibrational periods. T
lifetime of this intermediate ranged from 40 fs to 2 ps, wi
0.2 ps being the average value.17 The rovibrational distribu-
tion arising from these trajectories was not inverted, andv
50 was the most probable vibrational state. There was
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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sentially equal probably for a trajectory to be direct or in
rect. A small but clear dependence of the lifetime of t
intermediate was observed with varying collision energy18

and the rovibrational distributions changed with chang
collision energy. While less than 1% of the total number
reactive trajectories at 1710 cm21, abstraction-like trajecto-
ries were observed, and contributed to 8.3% of all trajec
ries at 6450 cm21 ~0.8 eV!. It is important to note that the
lifetimes obtained in these calculations are probably low
limits. By treating the methyl moiety as an atom, many
brational modes are eliminated and presumably these e
degrees of freedom into which energy could flow would te
to slow the reaction time. Despite the imperfect agreem
between the appearance times measured in these experim
and the reaction times from these calculation, it is sugges
that an insertion complex was seen to give product on
distinct time scales and that there were a few abstrac
trajectories. This finding is not unlike what is reported he

E. The reaction of CH 4¿O„

3Pj…

Because ozone photolysis near 266 nm has a O(3Pj )
quantum yield67 of '10%, the possibility of O(3Pj ) reac-
tions must be considered. A high barrier~3300–3600 cm21!
to the reaction of O(3Pj ) with CH4 exists so substantial en
ergy is necessary to promote this slightly endotherm
reaction2 (DH0K

o 57.5 kJ mol215630 cm21!. The distribu-
tion of translational energy in the O(3Pj ) generated by ozone
photolysis is broad,67 but most atoms carry enough transl
tional energy to overcome the barrier. On average ther
'6400 cm21 of translational energy available in th
O(3Pj ) – CH4 center-of-mass frame. To assess whet
O(3Pj ) reactions are contributing to the time-resolved m
surements reported here, we turn to what is known about
free, bimolecular reaction between O(3Pj ) and methane.

The rovibrational energy distribution in the hydrox
product has been measured, and the potential surface o
O(3Pj ) has been extensively studied. The most recent
comprehensive of these experiments used O(3Pj ) generated
by photolysis of NO2 to study the reaction with methane.84

The translational energy distribution of the O(3Pj ) generated
is broad,85 and the most-probable translational energy
'9990 cm21, giving about'4900 cm21 of available energy
in the CH4– O(3Pj ) frame. For methane, the rotational di
tribution may be roughly characterized by a temperature
tween 800 and 1100 K. The OH(v50,N51 – 7,f 1) states
were found to have an average rotational energy of
cm21, '12% of the available energy. No OH(v51) could
be detected and the rotational-state averagedL-doublet ratio
was reported to be near unity. Thef 1 / f 23(N/N11) ratio
varied between 1.5 and 2 for OH(v50, N,5). It has often
been suggested that the origin of the high spin–orbit ra
points to an adiabatic reaction co-ordinate, inasmuch as
specific spin states~j! correlate to particular OH spin–orb
levels. However, strict adiabatic correlation gives a spi
orbit ratio larger than observed. This lead to the conclus
that a combination of angular momentum mixing in the e
trance channel and spin–orbit coupling in the exit channe
the best explanation for the observedf 1 / f 2 ratio.86
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All theoretical calculations87–90 have found the mini-
mum energy path has a high barrier along theO–H–CH3

co-ordinate, and the minimum-energy configuration atop
barrier is a collinearC–H–O geometry. At this transition
state, however, a 20° bend of theC–H–O angle costs only
'350 cm21, which makes this potential more like a funn
than a tunnel.89

Let us now compare what is known about the react
CH41O(3Pj )→CH31OH and the cold and fast OH ob
served in these experiments. The two-Boltzmann fit to
data gave a OH~v50, low-N! distribution characterized by
'150 K; and the three-channel model, the average ene
for OH(v50,f 1) for the cold distribution is 86 cm21, corre-
sponding to only 2% of the available energy. This distrib
tion is significantly colder than the measured and calcula
distribution for reaction with O(3Pj ). However, the energy
available in both experiments is both uncertain and bro
and this difference might reflect different energetics. Mo
importantly, we observe this preferential population of thef 1

level both inv50 andv51, and the fractional population
attributed to the fast/cold mechanism is the same~'11%! for
both vibrational levels. This contrasts with the experime
and theoretical finding that reaction with O(3Pj ) gives little
population inv.0. Another point worth noting is that in the
CH4•N2O cluster experiments—but not in the cell expe
ments using N2O—a high f 1 / f 2 ratio for low-N was also
observed, and O(3Pj ) is not produced in the photolysis o
N2O.

For the data presented here, the preferential popula
of f 1 at low-J could arise from reaction of nascent O(3Pj )
formed in the photolysis of ozone. However, the observat
that the rotational distribution is much colder than that
reaction with O(3Pj ), the observation that this component
in both v50 and v51, and the observation that a simila
cold component for reactions in the CH4•N2O cluster sug-
gests to us that this population does not arise from an O(3Pj )
reaction. It might also be possible that the unusually la
population in low-J f1 states is an effect unique to the clu
ter, perhaps involving the adjacent N2 or O2 molecule, an
orientation effect of the reactants in the cluster, or a cur
crossing.

F. Other channels

Although formation of CH31OH is the primary channe
in the bimolecular reaction between CH41O(1D2), it is not
the only channel. The reported contributions of the vario
channels have varied greatly. For example, estimates of
contribution of the principal channel have spanned 69%
96%. Lee and co-workers23 recently critically reviewed the
work of Hack and Theismann,24 Brownswordet al.,19 Satya-
pal et al.,21 and their own crossed-beam experiments22,23,91

and recommend the branching ratios listed below, which
given along with the standard enthalpies of reaction at 0
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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This overview shows not only that there are several comp
tive channels, but also that production of CH31OH is not the
lowest energy channel. This is also illustrated in Fig.
which is based on the best experimental data and theore
calculations presently available.2,89,92–96Figure 1 illustrates
that one reason the lower energy products are not favore
the presence of significant potential-energy barriers sepa
ing the methanol well from these lower energy asymptot

Lee and co-workers22,23 also studied the atomic and mo
lecular hydrogen channels in crossed molecular beams. T
found that the H2 product was isotropically distributed, sug
gesting that this channel is likely to be formed in a statisti
process. For the atomic hydrogen channel about 90% of
product was isotropically spread, which again supports
intermediate in which energy is randomized prior to dis
ciation. However, the remaining 10% was back scatter
suggesting that a fast mechanism operates in parallel. T
also concluded that the partner species for this channel
more likely to be hydroxymethyl (CH2OH) rather than the
methoxy radical (CH3O!. This finding further provides evi-
dence for a long-lived intermediate, because although
former is '36 kJ mol21 lower in energy than the latter, t
form CH2OH the CH3OH* complex must live long enough
for energy to migrate to the C–H bond. Satyapalet al.21

measured Doppler spectra of the H atom. They measured
about 20%–23% of the available energy appears in tran
tion. They also concluded from comparing H atoms for ph
tolysis of methanol and Doppler spectra of nascent H fr
reaction of CH41O(1D2), that an intermediate existed. S
tyapal et al.21 estimated that its lifetime was'0.8 ps. This
lifetime is commensurate with the 0.5 ps that we have
signed to the dissociation of a CH4O* intermediate. While it
is clear that further studies will be needed to fully elucida
the dynamics of these minor channels, the data support
identification of an intermediate species following inserti
as the principle mechanism.

Evidence suggests that a CH3OH* intermediate dissoci-
ates to form CH2OH1H, CH31OH, H2CO1H2, and
CH2(ã)1H2O, which begs the question of whether th
quantum yields are consistent with this idea. Our results s
gest that 67% of OH(v50), 15% of OH(v51), and 3% of
OH(v52) are formed by decay of such an intermedia
These percentages and the measured ratios6 (v
50)/(1)/(2)50.25/0.25/0.33 imply that'21% of the total
Downloaded 07 Nov 2002 to 129.6.169.90. Redistribution subject to AI
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OH is formed via the RRKM intermediate. Therefore, 0.
30.21'14% of the total reactive collisions result in forma
tion of CH3OH* followed by statistical dissociation to
CH31OH. According to work mentioned in the precedin
paragraph,23 23% of the reactive scattering give
CH2OH1H, of which 90% is isotropically scattered, repr
senting decay of a long-lived intermediate. This implies th
'21% of reactive collisions result in formation of CH3OH*
followed by statistical dissociation to CH2OH1H. An addi-
tional 5% is ascribed to CH3OH*→H2CO1H2, and 1.5% to
CH3OH*→CH2(ã)1H2O. Is the decay of CH3OH* into
these four channels in the ratio 14/21/5/1.5 reasonable?
expects loose, barrierless transition states for the two sim
bond-breaking channels. The CH31OH channel is favored
by a slightly lower energy than CH2OH1H, and one expects
it to be'50% faster on that basis. However, the latter ch
nel is triply degenerate, favoring it by a factor of 3. The n
expectation for decay of CH3OH* is close to the 14/21 ratio
deduced from the experiments. The CH2(ã)1H2O channel,
although essentially isoenergetic with the OH channel,
pears to require an unlikely transition state~low Arrhenius
A-factor!, resulting in its much lower branching ratio. Pr
sumably this is also the reason for the low yield of H2, de-
spite its being much lower in energy than the other th
channels. Therefore, one may plausibly ascribe the indica
fractions of these four different reactions to statistical dec
of a CH3OH* intermediate. An implication of this is that th
slow OH formation time we determined (tslow'5.4 ps
60.3 ps) is the total decay time of the CH3OH* precursor to
the four reactive channels. One would predict that if
CH2(ã), or H2, were probed, the same 5.4 ps formation tim
would be found. If so, then the identification could be mad
kuni5(5.4 ps)215k~OH!1k~H!1k(CH2(ã))1k~H2!, where
the ratio of unimolecular rate constants~at '50 000 cm21 in
the CH3OH* ! is in the ratio 14/21/5/1.5 deduced above.
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